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Exotic and Irrational Entertainment
in the Great American Southwest
I saw another fort last month. However, before you settle
down resignatedly at being forced to hea r yet another fort paper, let
me reassure you that, since I have already presented two fort papers
t o the Club, I feel that you are already sufficiently instructed on the
subject of American seacoast fortificat ions. Instead I want to talk
about (and he re is my title):
Exotic and Irrational Entertainment
in the Great American Southwest
"Exotic and irrational entertainment" is, of course,
Samuel Johnson's definition of opera. And, have you noticed that our
own C incinnati Opera, once one of the worst embarrassments of the
Queen City, has been getting much better of late? We had, last
summer, a rea lly first-rate Rosenkavalier and, just last month, a
qui te acceptable production of Fanciulla.
Part of the improvement ste ms, no doubt, from the fact
t hat James de Blassis, the past master of operatic schlock, seem s to
be directing less and less. And when he does direct, he does ita bit
better than he used to. So, we have not been d~s~rac.ted recen~ly
during say, t he "5empre Libera" aria by the maId s fIrst combmg
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Violetta's hair, then helping her doff her gown, then dusting the
furniture, mopping the floor and, finally , exiting with what is
virtually a buck and wing.
Part also might be att ributed to the reduced amount of
soprano shriek and tenor bleat, as \1arissa Galvany and Harry
Theyard, the banes of many previous disastro us productions at Music
Hall, have, mercifully, been absent. Incidentally, George Jellinek,
reviewing a new disc on The New York Tim es last August, suggested
that "the grotesque Marissa Galvany rendition of the Queen of the
Night's Aria (must have been) included as a gesture of levity."
These are, certainly, praiseworthy c hanges. But there is
another one -- missed, I think, by most ope ra goers -- which might
be every bit as significant. It can be found in the biographies of the
artists printed in the program. Invariably, with the best of them, one
now finds they are credited with experience with the Santa Fe Opera.
The Santa Fe Opera ranks with the Metropolitan, the San
Francisco and the Chicago Lyric as one of the premier commercial
opera companies in the nation.
Like so many things that are
worthwhile, it was born of the vision of one man: John O'Hea Crosby.
A fortunate son of the American establishment, Crosby is a
descendant of John Alden; one of his parents was a Rhodes scholar
and prominent lawyer, the other a chemist a nd violinist.
Crosby was educated at Hotchkiss School, then in Europe
in the First Infantry Division, then at Yale and Columbia. Among his
mentors were Paul Hindemith and Fritz Rei ner. In the process, he
became deepJy committed to
the "exotic and irrational
entertainment" and determined to have an opera house of his very
own.
Crosby had also become acquainted wi th Santa Fe New
.
MeXICO. For. decades physicians had sent easterners to the cIe~n air
of th: AmerIcan So~thwe:st for their health. Crosby suffered from
c~ronJC asthma, and In thIS hygienic tradition , he had spent a year in
IS teens at the Lois Alamos Ranch School.

h

His

parents also had a house on Tano Road, overlooking
the future si te of the opera. From there, in the summer of 1955 and
1956 he conducted a famous "two-year temper~ture and moistu~e"
,-~_".!>, +~ -t-_~~ the f,.,Mibility of outdoor opera In the New MeXICO
mount:. in!':.
Unfortuna tel y, as tllvusanu:; 01 <.;u1<:1 .. ..,d Godden op~ra
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goers were to discover later, 1955 and 1956 were the dr iest and
warmest years in decades.
Aside from the fact that it was not supposed to rain, why
Santa Fe? Although already a flourishing center of tourism, it had
only thirty-five thousand residents in the 1950's and the whole
southwest was then very sparsely populated.
True, Santa Fe was the home of a very self-conscious
artistic comm unity, if not a very talented one, as the art museum
testifies. True, Los Alamos was just a few miles away. It housed a
highly trained scientific group, but it was not very large. Besides, I
know from my own attendance at Cincinnati musical programs that
there is no guarantee that either highly educated or self-styled
artistic persons will necessarily go to musical events.
A comparison with Cincinnati is appropriate. To Santa
Fe'S thirty-five thousand, Cincinnati in the fifties had more than five
hundred thousand persons, and greater Cincinna ti around three times
that number. It also had another characteristic that Santa Fe had
not, a proud tradition of being a musical center: a sym phony, a
choral festival, colleges of music and several decades of summer
opera.
Santa Fe was a strange place to start an opera company.
Almost as strange, perhaps, as a zoo.
As I observed, Crosby is a fortunate son of the American
His father grub staked his son's dream. Eighty-five
thousand dollars purchased the San Juan resort ranch, high on a mesa
a few miles north of town. Another one hundred fifteen thousand
dollars went for the theater. Another fifty thousand dollars __
Crosby had planned on sixty thousand dollars -- was raised by local
volunteers.

~:;tabllshment.

For such a unique enterprise, the building, too, had to be
unique.
Great care was taken about the acoustics; acoustical
engineer Jack Purcell fired a revolver at various points on the mesa
to check sound and echo patterns. Of course, the best architects
were retained to design what was to be the only outdoor theater in
the United States designed exclusively for opera. Since it was not
going to rain, only the stage and orchestra were roofed, so as to
project sound out to some four hundred eighty patrons. The patrons
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themselves were open to the beautiful and treacherous New Mexico
sky.
Not for Crosby a cycle of Bohe me , Traviata and Carmen.
The first year's program indicated clearly the direction the company
was to take in every following season. There was a Butterfly, and a
Barber, but these two standards were outweighed by Stravinsky's
Rake's Progress, Richard Strauss' Ariadne au f Naxos, Pergolesi's La
Serva Padrona and the premiere of The Tower by a young American
composer.
There were no famous stars, al though both Andrew F oldi
and a young Eric Kunzel were on the roster. Igor Stravinsky made
the first of several visi ts to supervise the production of his opera. He
was the oldest man there in 1957. Crosby himself was thirty and
most of the rest of the company was younger than thirty-five. Aside
from the fact that the performances were rained out twice in the
first two weeks, and so signaled the end of a sixteen-year drought,
the season was an outstanding critical success.
From the beginning, Crosby's company emphasized
ensemble. Tonight's leading man might be tomorrow's compramario.
Indeed, on nights he was not conducting, Crosby himself might be
seen in the parking lot directing traffic.
As the years passed, Crosby worked to make the company
more self-sufficient and an operatic training ground. Apprenti ceship
programs were established, not only for promising young singers, but
also for directors, set and costume designers and conductors.
Everything was done "in house."
The programming pattern continued also:
premieres,
preferably with the composer himself supervismg; Stravinsky
c onducted his Persephone, Hindemi th his News of the Day. A few
Bohemes, Traviatas and Carmens. And Richard Strauss. Capriccio
followed Ariadne. Until in the 1987 season, the company will be
performing its eleventh Strauss opera, Die Schweigsame Frau.
From the beginning, the opera com pany attracted an
amazing amount of support. Women's com mittees in Santa Fe and
Los Alamos held benefits and sold tickets. The Santa Fe tourist
bureau, very aware of the additional money the opera could bring to
t he old city, lent its backing.
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Successive business managers of the company showed an
enterprise that Lee Iacocca himself might envy. (L. C. treasurer
please note.) If you want to support the Santa Fe Opera, you can give
a scholarship for an apprentice or endow an apprenticeship, or you
can sponsor an orchestra chair.
Through the. Santa Fe Opera
Foundation you can give capital gifts for constructIon or to honor or
to memor ialize someone. Every national foundation has been touched
at one time or another. And again. The tentacles of the Santa Fe
Opera reach even into Cincinnati. Baldwin is the official piano. The
Corbet Foundation is on the list of grantors.
Among the business donors are the Baltimore Sun
newspaper, an electric company in California and a laundromat in
Colorado. Twenty-one foundations and corporations participate in a
gift-ma tChing program. Individuals from eight foreign countries
(including Romania), forty-six states, the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico have made contributions. Twenty-seven Ohioans donate
and eleven of them are members of the "Encore Club," because they
had given annually for the last four years.
Crosby's connections with the American music world __
he later became president of the Manhattan School of Music __
ensured that his opera company would rt:ceive attention.
His
deter~inati~n to mount the operas he wanted to do piqued curiosity,
espeCially SInce he wanted to do operas that no one else was
presenting at the time: Berg's Lulu, Giordano's Fedora, let alone the
later Strauss canon. He insisted, "We always (stand) on quality rather
than quantity. There is no use doing it with any other aim." So, the
not~ces, almost always , have been good.
Very good.
And the
reViewers always come. One hundred seventy-eight from around the
nation and the world converged on Santa Fe for last summer's
premiere.
There have been setbacks. Fire destroyed the first house
in July 1967. But the show went on in a high school auditorium, and
the present, enlarged (thirteen hundred sixty-six seats) house opened
the next year.
Come with me, now, to an opera in Santa Fe. It is after
eight as we drive up to Crosby's dream house. A state trooper stops
traffic on the four-lane highway, we turn in and drive past the house
to the parking lot. There, on any given night, will be cars from
California, Texas, New York, Georgia, Ohio. It is a full ~ouse and the
crowd is cosmopolitan. It is also well prepared, WIth sweaters,
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kaftans and rain gear; three-fifths of the sea ts in the ne~ house are
still open to the elem e nts. It is a little-known opera to,nIght, but no
one seems to be studying the program; all have done th~lr homework.
Night falis, you take your seat and, through the stage (l~ has no, ba~k
and there are I1U curtains), the lights of Los Alamos begm, to shl,ne ~n
the distance. Crosby appears at the podium and the magIc begms 1J1
the New Mexico night.
There are no singers with big names -- yet Sherril Milnes,
among others, got his start in Santa Fe. But every performer is
perfectly prepared and sings with intelllgence and sensitivity. The
directing is imaginative and the acting is good -- Santa Fe never
forgets the story and the drama -- and the set s and costumes are
appropriate and, usually, stunning. Above all, everyone conveys a
sense of commitment, that opera matte rs, that it should be
performed as well as is possible. And that it should be performed
honestly, with no compromise and with no condescension to the
supposed ignorant susceptibilities of a popular audience.
It is a quality of opera that CinCinnati, which has mounted
performance s for well over fifty years, achieves only very rarely.

Since the first performance thirty years ago, the
population of Santa Fe, despite determined attempts to discourage
new permanent residents, has increased to almost fifty thousand.
During those thirty years the population of Ci ncinnati has dropped by
more than twice that number to under four hundre d thousand.
,
Never underestimate the power of creative, intelligently
c onceIved, superbly performed exotic and irrational entertainment.

Herbert Curry
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Fences

Writing Literary Club papers always requires some
research, even if it only amounts to looking in your diary to make
~ure the dat~ s you use are correct. In the case of this paper t it
Included lookmg up Robert Frost's poem, Mending Wall. You see, I
remem bered the famous Line in that poem, "Good fences make good
neighbors,:' but I also thought that the point of the poem was exactly
the OppO Sl teo So, to the source. Sure enough, the first Line is
"Something there is that doesn't love a wall," and later, "Why do they
make good neighbors?" That is much of the point of the poem, and is
part of the reason I am writing this short paper a bout fences.
I grew up in southeastern Massachusetts, in a :small c i ty
near lots of fields, lakes and streams. As a boy, I accompanied my
dad on hunting trips, fishing trips and plenty of just tramps through
the woods. This part of New England was settled soon after the
Pilgri ms landed, in the early and mid-sixteen hundreds. It is not
particularly good farming country, what with the somewhat sandy soil
and the large amount of rocks around. I especially remember the
first ti me I saw the remains of a stone wall in the middle of a forest
of fu ll -grown trees. Dad told me that the original settlers had
probably abandoned their farms in the late seventeen hundreds and
gone west, perhaps to Kentucky or more likely Ohio. I found later
that there had been several waves of emigration from New England,
and that the whole of rural New England has these long-abandoned
farms. Now, these fences made some sense. The farmers had to
c lear the land to plant it, the timber was useful for houses, barns and
fuel and the best thing to do with the rocks was to use them for
fencing. I believe someone has called them the "souls of the dead
New Englanders." So one of my first recollections of fences is these
old, deserted stone walls.

As a small boy, fences were only an obstacle, almost
never a barrier. My friends and 1 roamed pretty freely. w. e had ou r
"shortcuts," which often were not really that much of a tlme saver,
but certainly were more interesting. My path to school took me down
along the Mill River, and through many back yards. If there was not
an easy way over the fence, or through the hedge, I would go do~n to
the river bank and go around it. I suppose I was obse~ved man~ tlmes,
but only once was I ever stopped. That time, my friend CalVin and I
were met by an imposing older man (he may have been as old as
fifty!). We were a little worried at first. As I later learned, Mr. Bent
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was a naturalist with several books to his credit. He was jnterested
in what we were seeing and just wanted to make sure we were not
harming any of the wildlife along the river.
In subsequent
encounters, he told us a lot about the birds and animals that lived
along his river. We always enjoyed our meetings with him.
On Cape Cod in the summer the fence situation was the
same. There were not many of them, and most were more decorative
than protective.
Of course, some of the big hedges were good
privacy screens, but to a boy the spaces between the individual plants
were both paths and hiding places. One type of hedge was a little
different. Rosa Rugosa is its name, and it is one of the prickliest
plants around. It grows thick and dense on the Cape, and only a
rabbit could get inside or through these bushes. The hips or seed pods
of the rugosa are also excellent projectiles, and many a warm
summer afternoon ended with a wild fight as we would pelt each
other with the hips. Then we would troop home for supper, past the
hedges that were not barriers, but only part of our big play yard.
Years later, on trips to California, I saw fences whir.h
really kept people separated. There, on the peninsula between San
Jose and San Francisco, people build on small lots and surround
themselves with six-foot privacy fences. It is obvious why they do
this: the lots are smal1, the land expensive and the houses take up
much of it. The result is boxes of lots, with beautiful houses,
sometimes exquisi te gardens, but no stretch 0 f common backyards. A
six-foot fence js a real barrier, especially if each of the adjoining
yards has the same type of layout and fence. This may have been one
reason why I never moved there, even though I had several good
opportunities to do so. I really do not like to be that fenced in! Even
the magnificent mountains and parks do not overcome the feeling of
being closed in by six-foot fences!
Even the apartment complex that Margie and I lived in
during the first years of our marriage did not have fences. Well, that
is not strictly true. There was one along the boundary between us
and Longview State Hospital, but it was an open-link fence, and you
could see through it. Anyway, it was to kee p the patients in and not
us out! The last apartment we had looked out over an open field.
You could barely see the lights of the nearby shopping center. In the
fall and spring this field was full of quail and other songbirdS. We
were certainly not fenced in!
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I built my first fence when we moved to Terrace Park. It
had a clear purpose. What I built was a picket-fenced playpen in our
back yard. Its purpose was to keep our small son from roaming too
freely. In it were a sandbox and som? thin&5 to climb ?n. It was
quite successful. When he grew too big fo~ 1~, we took It d~wn. ~
decade later, some of its sections were sull in use at a neIghbor s
house as part of his side yard.
This year we bullt our latest fence.
to, but we did. Here is wha t happened.

We had not planned

During 1985, the house next door was sold and extensively
remode led. In the process, a barn at the rear of their lot was
demol ished. This barn had overlapped our land by a few feet, a fact
discovered a decade ago and solved by the signing of an easement. In
essence, this document said that the neighbors could keep the barn,
but it if were ever removed, the overlap would revert to us. This
spring the new neighbors began to landscape their back yard. They
had done an impressive remodeling job on the house, so we were very
interested to see what they would do with the yard.
I hud naively assumeLi that they knew where the boundary
line was, since their surveyors had properly marked the lot line when
the property was purchased, and the markers were still there when
the remodellng began. However, the markers in the vicinity of the
barn had disappeared by the time the landscapers got there. Almost
overnight a patio and a row of bushes appeared, suspiciously close to
our flower garden. We had earlier told them that we would be
landscaping our yard and so had not been too worried about the work
going on so close to our garden. Suddenly we seemed to have lost
several feet of our yard! I mentioned to them that the bushes seemed
too close, and they seemed to agree that they would move them if
necessary. At once I called a surveyor to put in some markers of our
own.
It was at this point that we started thinking about a
fence. In addition to the work in the back yard, our neighbors had
planted a fir tree on our land in the front yard, so we felt that we had
to do something. Margie contar.ted a local fence contractor, and we
awaited the surveyor's results.

Sure enough, the fir tree and all the bushes in the back
yard were in our yard! The patio was barely within their yard, by
inches. In addition, the presence of the surveyor's stakes apparently
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upset our neighbors, who promptly removed about half of them.
When we told them that we were going to put in a fence, and that
they should plan to move their bushes, they responded by seerningly
ignoring our request.
As the date for the fence installation
approached, nothing was happening to the bushes. My wife finally
talked to our lawyer, who then talked to them. Finally there was
action. The fir tree was moved, the bushes removed and all WaS set
for our fence.
It does not take long to put up a fence, so within a couple
of days the deed was done. We now have a fence along the property
line. Our garden has been replanted, and we now have quite a
different view. Since the picket fence we built does not block the
view either way, we still have some sensation of spaciousness. I still
do not like fences, but I hope that this one will help make us all
better neighbors!

Charles S. Robertson, Jr.

3

A Review of Daniel Drake

This dissertation is a review of Daniel Drake's most
important .literary and scientific contribution entitled, "A Systematic
Treatise, Historical, Etiological and Prac tical on the Princip~e
Diseases of the Interior VaHey of North America, as They Appear 1n
the Caucasian, A frican, Indian and Esquimaux Varieties of Its
Population." Vol. 1-1850, Vol. II-1854. (First S~ries ~Vol. I) ,878 pp.
Cincinnati, Wlthrop B. Smith and Co., Philadelphla, Gngg, ElllOtt and
rd New York Mason and Law 1850. Second Series (Vol. II) 985
\...0., an
,
' d FranClS
'G S ith M D
pp. edited by S. Hanbury Smith, M.D. an
• m , ..,
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Granbo and Co., 1854.)
In the eight hundred seventy- eigh t pages of Volume n~
Drake gives a n account of the cause s, symptoms, pathology a
"trea tm e nt of the principal diseases of the I nter~o r V~lley .of N~rth
' " .·.-... rl~"", ~""~,,,,,",,\ . . l l y <he V a J I cy of the Mississippl and 1ts tnbutar leS.
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Drake stresses that he has endeavored to leave behind him all
opinions but the single one, that he who would observe correctly must
have no theorie s either to maintain or destroy. This is the philosophy
behind our mo dern double blind control of therapelltk efficacy
studies. He collected his material over a period of about forty years,
while he was founding several medical schools, teaching medicine in
the winter mon ths and practicing it throughout the year. He made
long jour neys of observation, especially to all the armed services
posts in the Interior Valley of the Uni te d States and Canada. He
correspo nded or spoke with numerous physicians from the regIon. He
enlisted the help of some of his medical students as well as universi ty
professors and army engineers in carrying out these studies. He
relates the diseases he observed to the physical features (geological,
hydrographical, topographical, dietetic, climatic and social) of the
drainage basin of the Mississippi River, the Great Lakes and the St.
Lawrence River as far north as Hudson Bay.
Were that not a
sufficient objective, he has in addition compared the manifestations
of the diseases he has observed in the different races he encountered
in the Interior Valley, white, black, Indian and Eskimo. He points out
that through intermarriage, the races were mingling and states that
"This cannot fail in the end to give a new physiological and
psychological development and a gold mine for scientiIlc study."
The first seven hundred pages describe the valley and its
people, their ,m odes of ,l iving, cl~thlng, lodging and even bathing,
theIr occupatlOns, purSUIts, exerCIse and recreation, the cities and
the countryside in which they lived, from the bayous in the south to
the frozen, tundra in the north, the rivers, the mountains and the
lowlands wah their swamps and estuaries. It is an amazingly vivid
~nd. pr,obably accurate description of geography and demography
l/npl~glng on hu~an sociology, physiology and pathology. One sees a
grow,l~g, developmg country through the eyes of a most remarkable
phYSICIan. We hear what Vera Cruz, Tampico Galveston Havana
Key Wes~ a~d. FI?rida were like 1n the early 180'0's, explore' the del t~
of the MlSSlSSlPPI and travel up that river and its tributaries to the
Alleghany Mountains on the east and the Rocky Mountains on the
west, as far ~orth as the St. Lawrence River and Hudson Bay.
Volume I termmates with a description of autumnal fever (malaria)
and relates its occurrence to certain locations which Drake had
explored.
A quote from Chapter III entitled "The Southern Basin ,
Special Medical Topography of the Coasts of the Gulf of Mexico" will
give a sample of description typical of this section.
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The medical topography of a country would be
incomplete if it did not comprehend specimens
of its healthy localities along with the sickly;
as it is by comparing them that we arrive at a
knowledge of the influence of topographical
conditions, under the same climates. If the
low and alluvial or marshy tracts, around this
part of the Gulf, are infested with autumnal
and yellow fevers, there is an adjacent plain,
the hight (sic) and composi tion of which, give
it a decided character of salubrl t y.
This
tertiary or post-tertiary deposit of sea sand
and clay, has been already referred to in the
descriptions of Pensacola and Mobile ••. It
borders the northeastern segment of the Gulf,
from Lake Pontchartrain, or rather from the
Delta of the Mississippi to Pensacola; and
consequently lies in the rear of all the places
(on the Gulf) which have been described •.. The
rivers which flow through it to the Gulf, are
the Perdido, between Pensacola and Mobile,
and the Pascagoula and Pearl, between the
la tter and Lake Pontchartrain; all of which are
edged with swamps, overshadowed with
cypress, sweet gums, and other semi-aquatic
trees; decorated with a somber drapery of long
moss (Tillandsia usneoides).
The prevailing
and characteristic forestry of this plain, is the
long-leafed pine; which, in many parts, as
between Pensacola and Mobile, forms a dense
and lofty forest, to the exclusion of almost
every other tree.
Straight, and generally
destitute of limbs to a great hight (sic), these
pines present to the eye a vast system of
intercolumniation, which, seen at night, by the
running fire that occasionally consumes their
shed cones and long leaves, with the dry grass
among which they have fallen, presents a
grand and striking spectacle. Where the plain
is too low for the water to flow off, it has
collected in small basins, and favored the
growth of a more varied vegetation, the
remains of which have contributed to arrest
its descent into the ear thj and thus, in the
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midst of the pine desert, the eye is relieved by
oases of flowering shrubs and annual plants,
from which rivulets are seen to flow and
congregate into larger streams. In descending
from the plain, they readily cut channels
through its loose strata; from which there
likewise issue copious springs of pure water,
the quality of which has been already giv~n,
when speaking of the Pensacola and MobIle
fountains.
Such are the celebrated Pine
Woods, to the protecting influence of which
the people of New Orleans and Mobile commit
themsel ves for safety, in yellow fever seasons;
expecting to enjoy an equal im muni ty from
intermittents and remittents (malaria and
other fevers). Thus, in the region we are
describing, the sweet gum and cypress, with
their festoons of moss, are the symbols of
deep soil, foul surface, impure water,
vegetable decompositions and fevers; while
the long-leafed pine, symbolizes sterility,
dryness of surface, gushing springs of pure
wa ter, and sound health.
Drake says,

In the same vein, regarding his hometown of Cincinnati,
(P}ersonal observations in the Miami basin for
4-8 years .•. enable me to say, that it has at all
times been subject to autumnal fever; which,
along the streams, has been both intermittent
and remittent while on the intervening hills
and tablelands, the latter type has generally
preval1ed. From the earliest period down to
the present, these fevers have been of a
simple or inflammatory character, though
malignant or congestive cases have not been
unknown.
The progress of settlement and
cultivation has diminished, but not to put an
end to their annual visitations. This effect is
most perceptible in the towns, such for
example, as Hamilton, Dayton, or Springfield,
which are at present less infested than in the
early period of their settlement. The laborers,
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by whom the canals were e x.c~ va ted, suffer.ed
In autumn from fever; but li vmg as they dld,
they would probably have suffered in the same
degree, if not engaged in t ha t employment. It
does not appear, that the in ha bitants of the
regions through which t he canals wer~ d~g
were injured by the proce ss, or by lettmg In
the water wht;:n they were f inished; nor have I
been able to collect any reliable e vidence,
that the annual emptying and cleaning out,
have been productive of fever; •.•
One of these canals seems, however, to have
gIven origin to autumnal fever in the summer
and autumn of the present year, 1848. I refer
to the Whitewater Canal, which runs along the
river bank, from North Bend to Cincinnati -fifteen miles. From a break in its banks the
year before, the water was drawn off, and
from its bottom abounding in shallow pools
left exposed to the sun, through the seasons
just mentioned, autumnal fever became
epidemic along its whole length (some cases
assuming a malignant character), where it had
hitherto, for many years, occurred but
sporadically.
In the foregoing paragraphs, he links stagnant pools of
warm water to the occurrence of autumnal fever, but he does not
take the crucial step of identifying the hatching of mosquitoes in
those pools with the occurrence of the disease.
In the second section of the first volume, entitled Febrile
Diseases, Drake changes from geographer, historian, sociologist and
e pidemiologist to clinician. He gives an exhaustive description of
"Autumnal Fever." He states:
In different parts of the Interior ValJey, the
fevers, which we are about to study, are
known under the names -- autu rnnal, bilious,
intermittent,
remittent,
congestive,
miasmatic,
malarial,
marsh,
malignant,
chill-fever, ague, fever and ague, dumb ague,
and, lastly, The Fever. So great a variety of
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names suggests two facts; first, diversity of
type; second, wide geographical range of
prevalence. I shall use the epithet autumnal,
as involving no etiological or pathological
hypothesis; •.•
He rejects the term "malarial" because that implies a
"bad air" etiology. Though he discusses the various ramifications of
the miasmatic theory of the cause of malaria, he rejects them as
being unproved.
He indicates a clear preference for the
vegeto-animalcular hypothesis which ascribes autumnal fever to
living organic forms too small to be seen by the naked eye, which
may belong to the vegetable or animal kingdom, or partake of the
character of both. He refers to a countless variety of organic forms
which are visible only with the help of the microscope, and which
require warmth and moisture for growth, characteristics of areas
where autumnal fever is endemic. He comes remarkably close to
linking autumnal fever to mosquitoes, when, in discussing reasons why
autumnal fever may be rampant in a locale during one year and rare
the next, he makes the following analogies:
It has often happened that mosquitoes have
been absent from the banks of the middle
portions of the Ohio River, for a year, and in
the next appear in immense numbers. We have
but to suppose insect forms (animalcules) of a
parallel size to live under corresponding laws,
and the hypothesis now before us, offers an
explanation of the sickly and healthy seasons.
He goes on to say:
It is well known that certain visible insects
prey on some individuals much more than
others -- seem to be attracted by one and
repelled by another -- and we have but to
grant to the invisible the same tastes and
instincts, to understand that some persons may
always draw swarms around them, whl1e others
escape their depredations.
Unfortunately, he did not connect the mosquitoes
breeding in the warm pools of stagnant water that he describes and
the malarial parasite, his animalcule, which the mosquito carries. If
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he had the Central Valley of North America would have developed
much ~ore rapidly than it did (Bean, W. B.: Men Against M~sq~i~oes.
Foote Prints 47:27 -40, 1984), because malaria was a strong ml11bltory
force.
The first volumes end wi th an epilogue justifying the
many pages devoted to Autumnal Fev er on the basis that it is the one
disease that has the most intimate relat ions with soil and climate and
that causes great mortality, especially in the southern part of the
ValJey. Drake had intended to include a discussion of yellow fever in
Volume I, but he finally rejected that plan because inclusion of such
data would have made the book too long.
The second volume is dated September 1854, almost two
years after Drake's death on Nove mbe r 5, 1852.
Two friends,
S. Hanbury Smith, M.D. and Francis G. Smith, M.D. served as editors.
They complained that little of the manuscript had been left in a
condition suitable for the printer and they spent many hours when not
involved in practicing or teaching medicine preparing the chapters
for publication. The first one hundred eighty-two pages (Part I)
repeat the comments on Autumnal Fever that concluded the previous
volume. This is an understandable attempt to include all the clinical
material in one volume, the Second. After Autumnal Fever, Drake
describes Yellow Fever and comments lengthily about it, noting that
it affected cities rather than rural areas as Autumnal Fever did, and
that it occurred earlier in the summer than Autumnal Fever. He
favored an animalcular etiology and gives numerous reasons for his
preference.
Therapy in those days was much the same as for
Autumnal Fever, but responses were poor and mortality was high.
Part III is devoted to Typhus Fever.
Drake did not
differentiate typhus from typhoid fever. In his clinical descriptions,
one can find the manifestations of both diseases.
A subclass of typhus called "Irish-Immigrant Fever"
reached the Interior Val1ey via the St. Lawre nce River, the Erie
Cana l and the MissiSSippi River. It spre ad from the immigrants to
~h ysicia ns, students, apothecaries, clerg ymen, nurses and all other
::. tten dants at the Quarantine Hospital.
Of three hundred
. -e nty-eight personnel, one hundred eighty-four contracted the
:e~e r which proved fatal to forty-five. It was the conviction of all
~ ,'e dica l Gentlemen" with whom Drake had spoken that, after the
: - er had been established, no method of treatment could shorten it.
;";-e "'rites:
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(A)lum , the mineral acids combined with
opium, chalk, with and without opium and the
whole catalogue of astringents were tried by
the young medical men fresh from school and
havi ng grent faith in drugs. I did nut find one
who was not disgusted, sooner or later with his
pet remedy.
The characteristics of physicians have not changed in one
hundre d fift y years. The young tend to be therapeutic enthusiasts,
but as they grow older and presumably wiser they tend toward
the ra peu tic ni hlllsm.
Part IV is devoted to the eruptive fevers, including cow
pox, small pox and chicken pox, measles, scarlet fever, roseola,
urtica r ia and erysipelas. Jenner had recently demonstrated the value
of cow pox vaccination and Dra ke had vaccinated himself in
Cin cinnati in 1802, early in his career. He was convinced of the
con tagio us nature of small pox and wrote, "If all who are born were
carefully vaccinated, small pox would probably disappear and
certainly lose its mortal character." Not until 1980 did his prophecy
become a reality.
In Part V he discusses inflammatory diseases, including
meni ngitis, encephalitis, rheumatism, ophthalmia, catarrh, influenza,
laryngitis, asthma, pertussiS, hay fever, bronchitis and pneumonia.
He ends Chapter XX and the second volume with the
notation that in subsequent chapters, which were never written, he
inten ded to discuss valvular and other types of organic heart disease.
Volume I, which Drake himself wrote, though exceedingly
long, Is written in a readable, interesting style. The style of Volume
II is ponderous and verbose in many spots. It is clear that Drake's
thoughts have been put into the sentences of his editors. It is much
more difficult to read. The most important message one gains fro m
the entire work concerns the amazing versatility of Drake himself, as
a noted practicing physician and teacher, as a geographer, botanist,
biologist and explorer, as an epidemiologist and as a historian of the
knowledge and practice of contemporary physicians in the Interior
Valley of North America.
For anyone interested in the development of medical
thinking between the Alleghany and the Rocky Mountain ranges,
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these two volumes provide a wealth of histor!cal1y important,
fascinating material. The scope is encycl opedic, the descriptions
accura te but the interpretations frequentl y incorrect, though based

on what seemed to Drake to be reasonable logic. May our modern
ideas look as good one hundred thirt y- five years hence as Drake's do
in 1985, the bicentennial year of his birth.

Ric hard W. Vilter

